
January 23, 2022 Pre-Decide WK3

Sermon	Notes	
Ephesians 5:15–21, 2:10; Proverbs 13:4, 16:3; Matthew 28:19–20, 6:33; John 13:34–35; Colossians 

3:17; 1 Corinthians 10:31–33; Psalms 90:12 & 17 

I would _____________ do ______________________ like that! 

The _________________ - Lacks _________________________ 

The _________________ - Refuses to _______________ or __________________ 

The _________________  - Ignores __________________ and seeks to __________________ the wise  

We all have a _________________________. 

Make a _________________.  

_____________ and be _______________________ to God. 

MY NOTES | OBSERVATIONS | QUESTIONS 
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January 23, 2022 Pre-Decide WK3

Discussion	Guide	

1. What is one thing from the message that stood out, challenged, or stretched you this week? (Feel 
free to pull from the last few weeks since we have not been together lately.) 

2. What would you say are the biggest challenges for people in terms of using and investing time 
wisely? What about for you? Why are these such hinderances?  

3. There’s a phrase, “Idle hands are the devil’s workshop”. What does this phrase mean and how 
might this lead one to not make the most of the time? 

4. Discuss as a group and come up with a list of things that would be wise uses of time to make the 
most of the time we have. Think about our purpose as Christians and what we can do to impact 
others and be impacted by others. Explain how or why these things made the list.  

5. What is your best next step to foolproof your life this week and make the most of your time? 
Share with the group so we can pray with you in this process.  

6. Take a few minutes to SOAP through one of the passages referenced in the message today. These 
are found on the top of the notes page. You may want to include verses before/after the passage 
listed too. Share your insights with the group.  

Scripture: 

Observations: 

Application: 

Prayer: 

Prayer Requests
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